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Abstract
Advance of technology brings about different ways in language learning and teaching.
Indeed, mediated writing feedback has been adopted and demanded in language assessment.
However, little is known on how students’ engagement in mediated writing feedback. This
present study explores students’ engagement in mediated writing feedback. Narrative inquiry
design was used to reveal students’ experience and reflection of mediated writing feedback.
Three student-teachers involved in this study. They assigned as they meet requirement in this
study. They were in thesis writing. Semi-structured interview used to reveal students’
learning experience in receiving mediated writing feedback. Students’ writing work used in
this study as well. The obtained data were analyzed by thematic analysis. They also
interpreted by theories lenses. The findings illustrated that mediated writing feedback
stimulates students learn to write actively (behavior engagement), assists students learn to
write (cognitive engagement), and have a balance emotion (emotional engagement.)
Keywords: mediated writing feedback, students’ engagement, student-teachers, narrative
inquiry

1. INTRODUCTION
Writing feedback becomes crucial in initiating students learn to write. It is closely on
how students are engaged and what factors that influenced students to engage in learning to
write. Many factors that impact students’ engagement like social support (teachers, peers,
and family members) and sense of community as direct and indirect factors. However, only
teachers role that significantly influenced students’ engagement in learning (Vayre &
Vonthron, 2017). Therefore, teachers take essential role in collaborating with the students in
learning to write. Empirical evidence reported by Guasch et al., (2013) point out that best
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collaborative writing feedback refers to epistemic and suggested feedback. Both of them
stimulated and equipped students in learning to write. Latifi et al., (2019) compared that
scripted online feedback equipped students learn to write collaboratively then unscripted and
guided online peer-feedback. However, it has been explored recently (Stödberg, 2011). It
derives from internet access that enables students to learn more about subject (Tseng & Tsai,
2007). It stimulates students actively interact whether receiving or giving writing feedback
(Yang, 2010). Although, online feedback beneficial for students in learning to write, there is
empirical evidence reported by Morgan & Toledro (2006) some students retains assigning
handwritten feedback than typewritten. However, little is known on how students engage in
mediated writing feedback. Indeed, the success of learning is reflected by their motivation to
engage in learning activity (Big & Tang, 2007).
In language classroom, feedback has been documented properly by researchers. It
becomes a crucial and essential phase in learning to write (Guardado & Shi, 2007). This
phase potentially not only engage students collaboratively but also encourage them learn to
practice English meaningfully (Liu & Hansen, 2002). They are facilitated through
synchronous and asynchronous access. Therefore, they easily learn subject in flexibility.
They are also trained learn to practice writing each other’s. Related to online feedback has
fewer destruction which support students to participate (Guarardo & Shi). It deals also with
obstacles like signal and technology advance.
Peer feedback has been widely explored by many researchers. They tend to examine
peer feedback’s interaction (DiGiovanni & Nagaswami, 2001; Honeycutt, 2001) and conduct
research about the effect of peer comments on revision and quality of the final paper (Braine,
2001; Hewett, 2000; Liu & Sadler, 2003; Matsumura & Hann, 2004; Sullivan & Pratt, 1996;
Tuzi, 2004). Their findings showed that e-feedback has beneficial in its interactive textual
exchange and greater students’ participation tough its impact on revision seems to vary in
individual studies. Based on mentioned previous study, it is clearly that students’
engagement in mediated feedback is under-explored, therefore this present study concerns on
how students engage in mediated writing feedback.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Students’ engagement in mediated writing feedback
Students which engage in online peer feedback stay comfort and remain on their task
(DiGiovanni & Nagaswami 2001). They were delighted to participate in online platform.
Sullivan & Pratt (1996) report that writing class that utilized online platform gained 100%
participation compared to face-to face was half interaction. Student engagement consists of
behavioral, cognitive and emotional scopes. Behavioral engagement is illustrated by
observable behavioral characteristics, like level of investment that is dedicated to learning or
the level of learning gain; they deﬁned emotional engagement as learners’ emotions about
learning, such as interest, boredom, and happiness (Marks & Newmann). Finn in (Lee et al.,
2019) explained that student engagement is determined by behavioral factors (participation)
and emotional factors (identiﬁcation) in his presentation of the participation-identiﬁcation
model. The behavior factor is represented from students’ attitude toward learning, such as
questioning or submitting assignments, and the emotional factor is presented from the
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students’ feelings toward learning, such as their involvement to the learning. Moreover, there
are other types of engagement like cognitive, academic, and performance engagement.
Cognitive engagement is closely related to learners’ asset of thought, mental effort, or
learning achievement strategies. Academic engagement is represented by learning activities,
such as time that is devoted in learning tasks, task submission, learning outcomes, etc.
Performance engagement is connected to academic engagement. It signifies the level of
learning performance, which is connected to autonomy in learning, grades in learning, and
have a test scores, and so on (Lee et al., 2019).
2.2 Washback effect on mediated writing feedback
One of these effective ways to improve students’ learning is to apply a proper form of
assessment. Principles of language assessment, according to Brown (2004, pp. 15-30)
covers practicality, reliability, validity, authenticity and backwash. Practicality means
that assessment procedure needs to be reasonable, time-efficient, specific and relatively easy
to understand. Reliability refers to test consistency and dependability. Validity implies that
assessment results are representatively appropriate, meaningful and useful in terms of the
purpose of the assessment. Authenticity is indicated by the following: (1) the language in the
test is as natural as possible; (2) its items are contextualized rather than isolated; (3) topics
are meaningful (relevant, interesting) for the learners; and (4) tasks represent, or closely
approximate, real-world tasks. Backwash is the effect of testing on teaching and learning.
Backwash also implies that students have ready access to the teacher/lecturer to discuss the
feedback and evaluation he/she has given.
The term backwash implies the (either negative or positive) effects of assessment on
teaching and learning. Some writers believe that it is possible to bring about changes in
language teaching by changing tests (Cumming & Berwick, 1996). If an assessment has
positive backwash effects, it will exert a good influence on the learning and teaching that
takes place before the assessment. However, language tests are frequently criticized for
having negative impact on teaching then so-called “negative backwash”.
Journals assessment is one of type assessment account of one’s thoughts, feelings,
reactions, assessments, ideas, or progress towards goals, usually written with little attention
to structure, form, or correctness (2004, p. 260). It means learner can communicate their
thought freely. Journals obviously serve important pedagogical purposes: practice in the
mechanics of writing, using writing as a thinking process, individualization, and
communications with the teacher. In addition, the most classroom-oriented journals are
dialogue journals (2004, p. 260). The steps for applying journals are (1) Sensitively
introduce students to the concept of journal writing, (2) state the objective(s) of the journal:
Language-learning logs, Grammar journals, Responses to readings, strategies-based learning
logs, Self-assessment reflections, etc., (3) Give guidelines on what kinds of topics to include,
(4) Carefully specify the criteria for assessing or grading journals. Provide optimal feedback
in your responses: cheerleading feedback, instructional feedback, or reality-check feedback,
(5) Provide optimal feedback in your responses, (6) Designate appropriate time frames and
schedules for review, (7) Provide formative, washback-giving final comments.
In terms of backwash relates to assessment is important. One of the kinds of journal is
reflective journal. A reflective journal is a way of thinking in a critical and analytical way
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about our work in progress. It shows how different aspects of our work interconnect. The
journal can record: where our inspiration comes from, how we make use of our ideas to
develop our work, and our awareness of the cultural context (setting) in which we work. This
context includes: other artists’ work and their ideas; the ideas of critics and theorists; social,
political, aesthetic and ideological contexts (Oxford Brookes University, 2016).
3. RESEARCH METHODS
3.1 Research Design
This present study aimed at finding student teachers’ engagement in mediated writing
feedback. The mediated writing feedback provides private comment for refining students’
writing. The feedback is in asynchronous through MS words comment column. To reveal
students’ engagement on mediated writing feedback, narrative inquiry design was used in
this study. Students teachers’ engagement were represented by their experience in mediated
writing feedback. A narrative inquiry design was used to explore someone’ experiences
(Clandinin & Connely, 2000; Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007). This design assisted in gaining
students teachers’ engagement experience in mediated writing feedback. Students teachers’
experiences by their engagement in mediated writing feedback were studied deeply and
thoroughly. Thus the findings were analyzed and interpreted thematic analysis and theories
lenses.
3.2 Participants
This research was initiated by consedering students teachers who wrote their thesis in
mediated writing feedback. They were informed to be participated voluntary. There were ten
students who wrote thesis but only three students who agreed to be interviewed. The
consideration of assigning students wo involved in this study referred to their experiences on
writing thesis in mediated writing feedback. To ensure their participation, students teachers’
demography information was presented. Table 1 represents student teachers’ demography
information.
Tabel 1. Student teacher demography information
Participants
(Pseudonym)

Gender

Age

Linguistics
Background

Education
Background

Nanda

Female

19

Sundanese
Indonesian
Arabic
Javanese
Indonesian

Undergraduate

Sundanese
Indonesian

Undergraduate

Ni Made

Rangga

Female

Male

19

19

Length of
English
Learning
Experience
10 years

Socialeconomy
background
Medium

studies
Undergraduate

10 years

Medium

10 years

Medium

studies

studies

Adopted from Yanto & Pravitasari ( 2020).
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This present study spent three months. The participants were encouraged to fully
participate in the interviewed section. The participants were agreed to be volunteers. They
were given inform consent. They were expressed their experiences in online feedback.
3.3 Instruments
To obtain data, this study used open-ended interview and sample feedback. The
interview used in Bahasa to make it easier and ensure student teachers’ experiences of
engagement in online writing feedback. The interview concerns on revealing student
teachers’ engagement experiences in online writing feedback. The interview spent 40-45
minutes and it conducted with relaxed and warm interview. In each interview section, the
participants shared their experiences of engagement in online writing feedback. In order to
strengthen the interview data, sample feedback was used to elicit student teachers’
engagement.
3.4 Data Analysis
Interview data were selected and transcribed in depth, close selective, and analytical
listening to get a comprehensive message or meaning represented in the interview (Widodo
2014). The selected and transcribed data were made findings thematically. It also analyzed
through thematic analysis (Braun & Clark, 2006). Thematic analysis on this study focused
on content experiences not on linguistics features of each utterance. Each student teachers’
experiences/stories of engagement in writing mediated feedback. The data were interpreted
through thematic lenses.
4. FINDINGS
There are three findings of student teachers’ engagement in mediated writing feedback.
The mediated writing feedback stimulated the student teachers learn to write actively
(behavior engagement), students teachers equipped learn to write (cognitive engagement),
and had a balance emotion (emotional engagement). The detailed findings are presented
here.
4.1 The mediated writing feedback stimulated the student-teachers learn to write
actively (behavior engagement)
Student teachers were inspired and equipped learn to write actively. They were involved
in relaxed discussion on accepting the feedback. It can be traced from the interview which
explored students’ engagement in online writing feedbacks.
Researcher
: How was your learning experience on online writing?
Participant1
: I assisted in revising my paper by seeing highlighting revised points.
Participant2
: It made me easier in having collaboration of writing.
Participant3
: It encouraged me to revise and rewrite.
(Interview transcription data 1)
The interview transcription illustrated that the student teachers agreed and admitted
that they were equipped and encouraged learn to write in writing mediated feedback. It
enabled them learn to write collaboratively. They expressed that the efficiency and easiness
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on having feedback helped them in learning to write. This obtained data was strengthen by
virtual documentation of student teachers’ writing thesis revision.

4.1 Sample feedback
Based on presented the sample feedback, the student teachers were facilitated learn to
write collaboratively with teachers. Some recommended points assisted them on refining
their paper well. Suggested points developed student teachers’ ideas on writing as well.
Thus, they were able to write properly.

4.2 Sample feedback
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The revised paper showed that the student teachers were inspired and equipped in
learning to write. The mediated writing feedback helped them to write well. They learned on
how to strengthen their writing by discussing writing context and evidence. Therefore, they
were capable to write appropriately. The student-teacher were engaged behaviorally as they
were facilitated having mediated writing feedback. It helped them to have positive attitude to
write. It also leads them to be self-regulated learning since they had awareness of refining
their own writing. Thus, the student-teachers keep on writing their paper simultaneously. It
can be traced from interview transcription below.
Researcher: How was your learning experiences on receiving mediated
writing feedback?
Participant1: My experience of doing mediated writing feedback is a
completely different experience from usual. Because in terms of
communication, it seems like we have limitations and are also not flexible
when providing guidance. Not to mention that the quota that must be
demanded is always available to track progress, get the latest news on
feedback that may have been sent as well as to send revisions back.
Participant2: Experience was very interesting, because the initial guidance
was face-to-face then moved to using mediated writing feedback. It is just
that the feel is very different between face to face guidance and mediated
writing feedback.
Participant3: I learned how to receive feedback in mediated writing feedback.
It coped me in refining my proposal writing.
Based on mentioned the interview transcription, it represented that students’
experience on accepting mediated writing feedback perceived differently from the students.
There are opportunities and challenges on mediated writing feedback.
4.2 Mediated writing feedback assists student teachers in writing (cognitive
engagement)
The students trained to do the task. They were involved in collaborative writing trough
mediated writing feedback. It coped them to generate ideas of writing and transform them in
to writing. They also assisted to write theses as it provided synchronous feedback. It can be
seen from interview transcriptions result.
Researcher: In what ways does online feedback assist you in learning to write?
Participant1: Highlighted points generated ideas of writing.
Participant2: Synchronous feedback helped me in developing my writing.
Participant3: It showed me on how to write well.
Based on interview transcription result, it illustrated that students were actively
engaged to write. It helped them to accomplish the writing task. The mediated writing
feedback guided them to write well. Therefore, they could easily do the task. It helped the
students to write.
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4.3 Students had balance emotion on online feedback.
The students perceived online feedback distinctively. The mediated writing feedback
brings about easiness and difficulties. It is closely related to efficiency and access. The
students expressed this condition in the interview transcription.
Researcher
: What opportunity and challenges of online feedback?
Participant1 : I could check my writing revision directly but I have connection probleminternet access.
Participant2 : I was able to develop my writing since it guided by lecturer. Although
sometimes I am still nervous, I could adopt it.
Participant3 : Honestly, I admitted that online feedback brings positive and negative. Faceto face meeting has strong suggestion than online platform.
Referred to the interview transcription, it is clearly demonstrated that mediated writing
feedback responded differently. It means that mediated feedback has strengths and
weaknesses in learning to write. However, they were mediated learn to write thesis properly
although they had a balance emotion-postive and negative perceptions.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1 The mediated writing feedback stimulated the student-teachers learn to write
actively (behavior engagement)
The student teachers were encouraged to be actively participated in learning to write in
mediated feedback platform. It is in line with Liu & Hansen (2002) claim that feedback in
online platform build not only collaboration but also provide to practice English
meaningfully. It also lead students to actively engage in writing process. Thus, they had
access to revise and involved (Honeycutt, 2001). The involvement brought about solid
participation, interaction and engagement. Thus it created them to be reflective practice. It is
same with Guarardo & Shi (2007) point out online feedback has less threatening that
encourage student teachers’ participation. Mediated writing feedback provides interactive
feedback that scafold students’ interaction. Thus, student teachers were engaged
behaviorally. It is same with Golladay Prybutok and Huff (2000) successful online learners
determine to what extent their participation in peers, motivation to learn, provide proper
amount of time to learn, and utilize technology in their learning. It becomes essential stages
of facilitating students to actively involved in mediated writing feedback.
5.2 Mediated writing feedback assists student teachers in writing (cognitive
engagement)
Student teachers were assisted on learning to write and revise (Berg, 1999; Min, 2005,
2006). They were facilitated learn to write well. They also had fully interaction in learning to
write (Sullivan & Pratt, 1996). They remained in writing theses as they mediated to have
discussion in online platform (DiGiovanni & Nagaswami, 2001). They were engaged
cognitively. Mediated writing feedback had positive washback that inspired and lead
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students learn to write easily. The writing process consists of inventing ideas through
brainstorming, drafting, writing, editing, revising, and publishing. It also gave students
guidance and meaningful revision of their paper. In addition, mediated writing feedback
gave impacts for students to write well. It is closely related to washback effect (Cumming &
Berwick, 1996).
5.3 The student teacher had a balance emotion in mediated writing feedback.
As online feedback not only brings about easiness but also difficulty in having access.
They were engaged emotionally-positive and negative perceptions. Positive perceptions stem
from easiness of accepting feedback, negotiated meaningful revision and collaborated
writing (Lee, Song, & Hong, 2019). In other hand negative perceptions come from
difficulties transmit teacher’s guidance to revise paper. Although it is mediated clearly,
sometime it still have obstacles on it. Having balance emotion is normal situation as
mediated writing feedback also depends on students who accept its feedback.
6. CONCLUSION
Mediated writing feedback potentially engages student teachers in learning to write.
They were actively engaged in learning to write thesis in terms of behavior engagement,
cognitive engagement and emotional engagement. Mediated writing feedback stimulated and
equipped students learn to write collaboratively. It also helped the student teachers to
generate writing ideas. Thus, mediated feedback prepared students in learning to write in
mediated platform-assisted. It creates students not only learning to write but learning to
collaborate.
Mediated writing feedback serves students to explore their writing through accepting
feedback. It helps them to train writing through provided mediated feedback. The students
are facilitated on following writing stages by mediated writing feedback. It also builds
students’ awareness to be self-regulated learner which led their writing through mediated
writing feedback.
Mediated writing feedback perceived differently-positive and negative responses. It
deals with easiness and difficulties on accepting and respond mediated writing feedback. It
also engages them in balance emotion-happiness and bored. In sum up mediated writing
feedback engages students whether in behavior, cognitive, and emotion. It also has positive
washback effect that builds students to have awareness of writing paper by considering
accepted feedback.
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